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Time for 
togetherness

Christmas is a time of togetherness. The kitchen 
becomes a natural focal point where we love to make 

food together. In creating our Christmas collection we 
have used this as our inspiration. Those of you who are 

familiar with us will know that we have sold functional 
and quality gifts for over 40 years. Gifts which are 

a little bit dfferent from well known brands which are 
renowned for both design and function. We have clever 

products for all areas; cooking, outdoor life, health and 
wellbeing. No matter which gift you’re looking for, we 
want to inspire and help you. Our mission is simple; to 

make it easier for you to find the perfect gift.

Johan Jüngling
Market- and Sales Manager
Magasin friend of brands

Magasin friend of brands is today a leading wholesaler of designed products. 
Our brands are sold by careful selected reseller only. 
Brands not for sale in Norway: Dualit, Zyliss, Mastrad och Bialetti. Denmark: Bialetti. 
Reservations for print errors och price changes.

ISO 
9001

ISO 
14001

Ansluten till

MILJÖMÄRKT 341 222

We at Magasin have a vision to not only deliver a quality product in beautiful 
packaging. It is also important to us that our products are made under humane, 

legal and fair conditions, in an energy efficient and environmentally friendly 
manner. We work together with the following organisations (see page 3) to 

ensure that our wishes are adhered to.
 We take full reponsibility in order that you know that you have bought a 

product with the all of our requirements.

We take 
responsibility 
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SPICE RACK
MAUSTEHYLLY
A beautiful little herb and spice rack made from 
wood and brass. Dimensions: 30 x 17,5 x 11 cm. 
Tina gift box. 234000, € 44,00

SET VEGETABLE AND KURBITS
TARJOILUVATI VEGETABLE JA 
KURBITS
Serving dish with a green pattern and matt finished 
stoneware including a trivet made from cork. Design Linda 
Svensson. 231300-2, € 34,00, incl gift box.

TRIVET KURBITS
PANNUNALUNEN KURBITS
Made from cork, 23x15x 0,8 cm. 230600, € 7,50

SERVERINGSFAT DEEP PINK
TARJOILUVATI DEEP PINK
A beautiful serving dish in pink stoneware.
Dimensions: 35 x 17 x 3 cm. Tina gift box. 
231100, € 35,00

JUG PINK
KANNU PINK
1,3 L jug in pink stoneware, Ø 13,7, h 18 cm.
232001, € 25,00

WHISK
PALLOVISPILÄ
A classic whisk made from stainless steel - 
the cook’s favourite utensil after the knife. 
Dimensions: 28 cm. 234600, € 19,00

MEASURING SPOONS
MITTALUSIKAT
Measuring spoons in brass and retro design - dl, tbsp, tsp 
and 1/4 tsp Dimensions: 13,3 x 7 cm, 230200, € 34,00

MEASURING SPOONS
MITTALUSIKAT
Measuring spoons in a retro design - dl, tbsp, tsp and 1/4 tsp
Dimensions: 13 x 2,6 cm, Ø 7 cm. 234700, € 19,00

PEPPER MILL
MAUSTEMYLLY
A beautiful hand carved mill inspired 
by the 18th century. An adjustable 
piece of ceramic which can be used 
for both salt and pepper. Made in 
Sweden. Dimensions: H 32, Ø 8 cm. 
Tina gift box. 233700, € 235,00

MORTAR
HUHMARE
A sturdy/robust mortar made from earthenware 
with a wooden pestle. Dimensions: H 16,5 cm, 
Ø 21 cm. Tina gift box. 233800, € 48,00

JUG DROP
KANNU DROP
1,3 L jug in stoneware with white/grey embossed pattern, 
Ø 13,7, h 18 cm. 232003, € 25,00

BLOCK CHOPPING BOARD
LEIKKUULAUTA BLOCK
A sturdy chopping board made from teak with non slip rubber discs on the 
underside. Dimensions 51 x 42 x 5 cm. 233500, € 150,00

BOWL GREEN
KULHO GREEN
A beautiful stoneware dish formed into an irregular 
shape. Dimensions: 25,5 x 21,5 x 5,5 cm. Tina gift box. 
231500, € 39,00

D E S I G N  BY  L I N DA  SV E N S SON  E D EV I N T

My kitchen is noisy, fast paced and far from perfect. Exactly as it should be when one is 
cooking food. Here I will show you how to make really good hassle free food, give you 

inspiration and share my top tips. Through my food I want to give you more self confidence 
in the kitchen. I want to simply help you to challenge conventions and do away with/not 

care about what is considered right or wrong. The funny thing about this kitchen is that its 
neither fancy nor perfect. There is no induction hob, no stainless steel cookers or even a 
dishwasher. Instead there is an old electric hob and a worn out kitchen aid / dough mixer. 

It’s an ordinary kitchen, just like any other ordinary, cramped and sometimes rickety kitchen 
in this country and that’s the whole point!
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SERVING DISH BLUE
TARJOILUVATI BLUE 
A beautiful serving dish made from stoneware in 
three different shades of matt blue. Design Linda 
Svensson. Microwave and dishwasher safe, dimen-
sions: 38 x 27 x 3,5 cm. Tina gift box. 230800, € 38,00

SERVING DISH DROP
TARJOILUVATI DROP
A beautiful serving dish with an embossed pattern 
made from white/grey stoneware. Microwave and 
dishwasher safe. Tina gift box.
Large: 38 x 28 x 3,5 cm. 231000, € 38,00
Medium: 33 x 22 x 3 cm. 230900, € 32,00

SERVING DISH VEGETABLE
TARJOILUVATI VEGETABLE
Serving dish with a green pattern made from matt glazed 
stoneware. Design Linda Svensson. Microwave and 
dishwasher safe. Tina gift box.
Dimensions: 34 x 17,5 x 3,3 cm. 231300, € 27,00

TRIVET
PANNUNALUNEN
Neat and solid trivet made from three differently 
sized circular shapes, linked together with an 
elasticated band. Design Linda Svennsson. Ø 3, 6,5, 
9,5 cm, h 3 cm. 230500, € 27,00

TRIVET VISPA
PANNUNALUNEN VISPA
Neat and solid trivet made from brass which will suit all 
homes. Design Linda Svensson Dimensions: Ø 18 cm, 
h 1,5 cm. Tina gift box. 230000, € 35,00

TRAY
TARJOTIN
A beautiful and practical little tray made from Acacia
Design Linda Svensson. Tina gift box. 
Dimensions: 37 x 26 x 2,8 cm. 233600, € 31,00
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CUSHIONS / TYYNYT
Classic Day Home cushions which take us back to the beginning of Day Home 
when this was part of Day Home’s hallmark. Love is never out of fashion and Prive 
are looks which never go out of fashion and which will always look great in our ho-
mes. The cushions have a black piped edging which adorns the cushion and which 
clearly demarcates it as being a Day Home cushion. Sizes 40x60 cm and 50x50 cm. 
Inner cushion is included. D11710102 and D11710100, € 39,00

JUG AND GLASSES / KANNU JA LASIT
A set of four Moroccan fine rimmed glasses. Perfect for cold drinks or mulled wine. 
Together with a jug in the same style. Set: D11730063 + D11730062, € 39,00

TABLE LAMP / PÖYTÄLAMPPU
An industrial style table lamp. The lampshade is made from spraypainted brass 
with a matt finish.. Looks great on a sideboard or in the window. E27. Max 25W. 
D21650006, € 199,00

LIGHTHOLDERS / LYHDYT
Two lightholders in black metal or brass with a cut out beetle motif. It 
gives out a lovely light in the autumn darkness. D21630023 x 2 st black, 
D21630011 x 2 st brass, € 27,00/set

BLANKET / HUOPA
A lovely warm handmade Moroccan blanket with black pompoms in the corners 
harking back to Day Home’s bohemian heritage. D11710039, € 110,00

MAT / MATTO
Beni Q mat from Day Home. A lovely grey and black combination. 150x200cm. 
100% wool. D11770005, € 545,00
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For those of you who like high quality utensils and accessories 
which are also beautiful with an elegant and rustic feel.

Rustic
cooking

RUSTIC HERB SCISSORS
YRTTI SAKSET
Manufactured from wrought iron, from 
Scandinavian Home. 17,5 cm. Scandinavian 
Home gift box. 141860, € 11,50

MEASURING SPOONS
MITTALUSIKAT
Solid and aesthetically pleasing brass measuring spoons with 
five different measures; 1 dl, 0,5 dl, tbsp, tsp and 1/4 tsp. Design 
Linda Svensson, Scandinavian Home. Scandinavian Home gift 
box. 142300, € 44,00

KITCHEN SCISSORS
KEITTIÖSAKSET
Rustic wrought iron scissors from Scandinavian 
Home. 17,5 cm. Scandinavian Home gift box. 
141850, € 8,90

PESTLE AND MORTAR 
GRANITE
HUHMARE GRANIITTIA
Made from granite. Ø 13 cm, from Erik Bagger. 
Erik Bagger gift box. EB60701, € 26,00

SPIRALIZER SET
SPIRALIZER - 
RAASTINPURKKI
Contains Jar 1 L, knife lid 0,5 mm, recipe 
and canning lid. From Kilner. Kilner gift box.
KI25815, € 29,00

TAGINE DISH
TAGINE VUOKA
Follow the trend and cook food the Maroccan way. 
Made from terracotta 1,5 liter, Ø 27 cm och h 27 cm, 
from Mason & Cash. MC2001409, € 52,00

RUSTIC MIXING BOWL
KULHO MIX RUSTIC
A classic bowl for cooking or baking since 1901 from 
Mason & Cash. The bowl’s patterns and shape are not 
just timeless and beautiful, but they allow a good grip 
when you hold/work with the bowl. MC2001962, € 33,00
Available in different sizes.

COOKING SPOON
KOKKILUSIKKA
With two functions. Made from environ-
mentally friendly FSC wood. 34 cm. 
Designed to be ergonomici, from 
Mason & Cash. MC2008200, € 12,90
Buy 3 wood cooking utensils from 
Mason & Cash for only € 29,00

BRUSH/FORK
LEIVONTAHAARUKKA/HARJA
With two functions made from environmentally friendly FSC 
wood. 22 cm. Designed to be ergonomic, from Mason & Cash. 
MC2008203, € 11,00
Buy 3 wood cooking utensils from Mason & Cash for only € 29,00

WHISK
PALLOVISPILÄ
With two functions made from 
environmentally friendly FSC wood. 29 cm. 
Designed to be ergonomic, from 
Mason & Cash.MC2008206, € 11,00
Buy 3 wood cooking utensils from 
Mason & Cash for only € 29,00

Buy 3 wood 
cooking utensils 

only € 29,00Buy 3 wood 
cooking utensils 

only € 29,00

Buy 3 wood 
cooking utensils 

only € 29,00
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Over the festive season we spend a good deal of time in the kitchen. Make 
sure that you have the right products which turn christmas food preparation 

and cooking into a pleasure.

Christmas 
kitchen

ROCK SALT RIVSALT™

SUOLARAASTIN
Pink rock salt or black liquorice from the 
Himalayan bedrock, japanese grater and a 
table stand in untreated oak. Rivsalt gift box. 
141400, € 25,70
Liquorice 141100, € 26,50

TABLE CLOTH RAND 
JOULULIINA RAND
From Bercato, 150x250 cm. Bercato gift box. 
B24011, € 24,20

EGG SEPARATOR 
Separate the white from the yolk and retain what 
you need in the container, made from stoneware. 
10x7 cm, from Mason & Cash. ason & Cash gift box. 
MC2001575, € 11,00

SET KITCHEN SCALE 
+ THERMOMETER
KEITTIÖVAAKA 
+ LIHALÄMPÖMITTARI
Weight up to 5 kg, 24x12x1,65 cm and a digital 
thermometer 0-150°C. From Scandinavian Home. 
Scandinavian Home gift box. 144601, € 47,80

KITCHEN TOWEL ÄLG
KEITTIÖPYYHKEET ÄLG
2 pcs, 50x70 cm. From Bercato. Bercato gift box. 
B12009, € 12,80

WOODEN 
CHOPPINGBOARD RUND
PUINEN LEIKKULAUTA 
chopping board with handle and leather band 
for storage, 39,6x25,4x1,5 cm. From Bercato. 
B62205, € 22,10

PEPPER MILL
PIPPURIMYLLY
Rubber wood, in gloss black PU coating, 
30 cm. Packed in black box. From Bercato. 
Bercato gift box. B62031, € 18,30

BOWL SET 3 IN 1 / KULHOSETTI 3 IN 1
3 pcs set of small bowls and a tray in stoneware. Perfect for snacks, tapas, 
Sushi, candles etc. The bowls are in grey mélange color and the tray in off 
white. From Scandinavian Home. 142820, € 22,30

BOWLS WITH WOODEN SPOONS
KULHO JA KAKSI PUUKAUHAA
Large bowl with structure pattern made of stoneware. Used for 
the salad, porridge etc. Grey melanged colour. Together with 2 pcs 
wooden spoons. From Bercato. Bercato gift box. B62190, € 33,30

THERMOMETER 
WITH SPATULA
PAISTIMITTARI 
NUOLIJALLA
Thermometer with detachabel spatula. Can 
set the alarm temperature upward decrease, 
a maximum of 250°C. 30x5 cm. Battery not 
included. From Scandinavian Home . 
Scandinavian Home gift box. 144370, € 22,10
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STEAK THERMOMETER
PAISTILÄMPÖMITTARI
23,5x28x1,2cm. white/ Stainless steel, from 
Scandinavian Home. Scandinavian Home gift box. 
144380, € 17,00

CUTTING BOARD / SERVING TRAY 
LEIKKUULAUTA / TARJOILUVATI
2-pack made in acacia wood and marble. From Bercato. Big 30,5x16x1,3, 
small 25,5x13x1,3 cm. Bercato gift box. B62213, € 38,00 

APRON DENIM
ESILIINA DENIM
Denim, 100% cotton 210 gsm, 65x100 cm. From Bercato. B20011, € 24,00

CUTTING BOARD
LEIKKUULAUTA
Solid teak with handles, 30x20x4 cm. From Scandinavian Home. 
142850, € 56,80

SAUSAGE MAKER
MAKKARAN PUSERRIN
In Aluminium, from Scandinavian Home. Scandinavian Home gift box.
148435, € 39,00

STACKABLE BOTTLE SET
PULLOSETTI 
Stackable glass bottle set from Kilner, for oil and 
vinegar or whiskey and water. With 2 x cork lid, 0,4 
liter h 271 mm. Kilner gift box.KI25838, € 9,90
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HÖRLURAR WOOFIT
Blue tooth headphones from. sacit  with up to  
12 hours battery life and active. Noise cancellation 
which minimises background noise. Sackit gift box. 
RO70001 black, RO70002 golden, € 142,00

WOOFit GO
A powerful. Little wireless stereo speaker  from 
sackit. A fully charged battery has a play time 
of around 18 hours. Sackit gift box. RO60140, 
€ 51,00

High quality beautifully designed products with longevity. 
Sometimes one must treat oneself to a little luxury.

A cut above 
the rest

KNIFE CASE
NAHKAINEN 
VEITSISÄILYTYSKOTELO
Exclusive knife case made from buffalo hide with a velcro 
fastening. Durable and water repellent lining coated in polyester. 
Holds four knives, 42,5x30 cm. (Knives not included). From 
Scandinavian Home 142896, € 130,00

APRON CANVAS
KOKKIESILIINA
Made in heavy canvas. Pocket and watsband in 
buffalo leather. Navy, L78 cm, B66 cm. From Baway. 
613164, € 93,00

INDEX
INDEX LEIKKUULAUTA SETTI
JosephJoseph Cuttingboard Index Steel 100
5-pcs 34x24 cm, Stanless stand with four PP plastic 
cuttingboard. JosephJoseph gift box. J95001, € 122,50

FRUIT BASKET BIVIO
HEDELMÄKORI BIVIO
Elegant and pleasing fruit basket from Zack in 18/10 
stainless steel, Ø 20 cm, h. 25,5 cm. 830655, € 55,00

CANDLESTICK LUMES
KYNTTILÄNJALKA LUMES
Elegant and beautiful candlestick from Zack in 18/10 
stainless steel, 21x21xh 8,5 cm. Zack gift box. 
840705, € 96,00

APRON LEATHER
NAHKAESSU
Exclusive apron made from the finest waxed buffalo leather. Two 
front pockets with rivets for extra strength and hanger for kitchen 
towel. 76x62 cm. From Scandinavian Home. Scandinavian Home 
gift box. 613133 brown, 142890 black, € 158,00

THERMOS CALDO
TERMOSKANNU CALDO
High quality dripless thermos from Zack. Made from 
18/10 glossy stainless steel. Contains 1 L. H 21,5 cm. 
Ø13,6 cm. Zack gift box. 821010, € 67,00

PEPPER AND SALT GRINDER 
PIPPURI- JA SUOLAMYLLY
Grinders from Zack made with carbon steel inside 
grinder. Runs on 4 pcs of AAA batteries (not included).
Zack gift box.
Electrical pepper grinder. 820935, € 52,00
Electrical salt grinder. 820936, € 52,00

HUROM JUICE PERSS
Originally from Korea Hurom, this second generation slow 
juicer is the closest to nature you can get if you weren’t 
squeezing the juice directly from the fruit. It ensures all 
the nutrients, taste and colour of the juice remain intact. 
Available in several colours. Hurom gift box. 491400 
Dark grey, € 470,00

MOVEIT BLUETOOTH AND WIFI fill your home with music. If you have more than one Moveit speaker you can enjoy the multi room  function. Play a song in the living room and another in the kitchen or listen to same music throug-hout the whole house. You can easily control it through the free app.  From Sackit. Sackit gift box. RO60045, € 243,00
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Get the whole family together, 
cook and then enjoy a lovely meal.

Happy 
families

KITCHEN TOWEL DOT & STRIPE
KEITTIÖPYYHKEET DOT & STRIPE
2-pcs kitchen towels in matching pattern. Packed in plastic bag. 
From Bercato. B12008, € 11,80

HAMBURGER MAKER ”PARTY TIME”
All you need to make your own perfect hamburger. A hamburger maker 
with retro touch. From Ariete. Ariete gift box. 503600, € 45,00 

SAUCEPAN SUPREMA
KATTILA SUPREMA
Extra heavy bottomed saucepan made from three 
layers steel/aluminium and with a handle which can 
support up to 230g. It is suitable for all types of hob. 
Ø 14 cm stainless steel. From Bialetti. Bialetti gift box. 
361600, € 42,00

HAND WHISK QUICK
KÄSIVATKAIN
Quick Whisk whisks twice as quickly as other similar 
whisks. It has an ergonomic handle for comfort and 
a double whisk to give a quick and even result. The 
whisks can be removed from the handle and cleaned 
in the dishwasher. From Zyliss E970042, € 31,00

CAST IRON POT WITH GLASS LID
VALURAUTAPATA LASIKANNELLA
2,5 L cast iron pot with a glass lid. From Scandinavian Home. 
Scandinavian Home gift box. 144902, € 48,00

MEAT HERMOMETER 
BLUETOOTH
PAISTIMITTARI BLUETOOTH
Keeps an eye on your roast, fish or poultry in the oven, 
by using bluetooth, to a distance up to 45 meter. 8 
different settings. 1 pcs CR2032 battery included. 
From Scandinavian Home. Scandinavian Home gift box. 
144360, € 48,20
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CHEESE SET / JUUSTOSETTI 
Cheese slicer and cheese knife in a rustic style with an extra heavy handle. Packaged in a beautiful gift box. Two part set: knife 26 cm 
and cheese slice 21.5 in matt stainless steel and accacia. From Bercato. Bercato gift box. B60036, € 17,00
Rustic Herb Scissors Manufactured from wrought iron, from Scandinavian Home. 17,5 cm. Scandinavian Home gift box. 141860, € 11,50

CARVING SET
KAIVERRUS BBQ
Consisting of knife and fork made from stainless steel and acacia 
wood. Knife: 33 cm, fork 26,5 cm. Bercato gift box. B60035, € 15,75

BBQ KNIFES 4-PCS SET
GRILLAUSTIKUT 4-PAKKAUS
Robust BBQ/steak knives from Bercato in stainless steel and handle 
of acacia wood. 4 pieces. Bercato gift box. B60034, € 16,80

KNIFE SET
VEITSISETTI
Rustic kitchen knifes, packed 
in giftbox. 3 pcs set, 25,5 cm, 
30,5 cm, 32,5 cm, stainless 
steel and acacia wood. From 
Bercato. Bercato gift box. 
B60037, € 26,00
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GLASS PICARDIE 25 CL
LASI PICARDIE 25 CL
In 1954 arrived the Duralexglaset Picardie and it became an instant success. It is shaped in order 
to be comfortable when held in one’s hand with light reflecting facets, it is sure to improve your 
drink. Reinforced frosted glass. Duralex gift box. 645003, €4,50/pcs (6 pcs det, € 25,00)

MUG WITH HANDLE WITH STRAW
KAHVAMUKI PILLILLÄ
With screw lid glass/metal in sorted colors, blue and red. 40 ml, 
h 315x182 mm, from Kilner. KI25695, € 5,97pcs

CITRUSPRESS
SITRUSPUSERRIN
Made from FSC-approved wood. From Mason & Cash. 17 cm. MC2007525, € 10,50
Perfect product to add for example Mug set with handle from Kilner or other wooden 
kitchen tools from Mason & Cash.

JUICE PRESS HAND
APPELSIINIPURISTIN 
A classic juice press from scandinavian Home, which makes 
it easy to make your morning orange juice. 18x13,5x37 cm, 
aluminium/stainless steel. Scandinavian Home gift box. 
148436, € 44,00

FRUIT BOWL / BREAD BASKET TOSTO
HEDELMÄKORI / LEIPÄKORI TOSTO
Elegant fruit bowl/ bread basket from Zack. Ø 21,5 cm, h 14,2 cm in mat 
stainless steel. Zack gift box. 830672, € 112,60 
Buy 36 pcs, € 39,00/pcs

Buy 3 wood 
cooking utensils 

only € 29,00
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BEER MAT / LASINALUSET
Made from cork with information about the 
beer on the underside. From Scandinavian 
Home. 6 pcs in Scandinavian Home gift box. 
146500, € 8,80

Create a festive feel with beautiful glass and accessories. 
We have everything you need to succeed.

Drink for 
pleasure

NOSING GLASS
AROMI LASI
Sample glasses formed especially for Whiskey, 
rum and other aged spirits. H 124 mm, Ø 73,5 mm, 
19,4 cl. Packed separately in Stöltze gift box. 129900, € 8,00
4-pcs incl gift wrap, 129900-1, € 30,00

MUG MINI
MUKI MINI
With screw top lid glass/steel. 140 ml. From Kilner. 
KI25764, € 3,58

CLIPTOP DRINKS DISPENSER 
MEHUPÖNTTÖ HANALLA
From Kilner 5 L, H 30, Ø 16,5 cm, frosted glass/steel. 
KI25844, € 51,00. 

ACTIVE COOLER
Cooler for wine bottle. Put in freezer berfore use. 
V38820606 Wine 0,7-1,0 L, € 14,60

BEER GLASS ABBEY
OLUTLASI ABBEY
Use for dessert as well for beer or why not 
rom and cola, your choice. Bormioli gift box. 
of 4 pcs price for 4 pcs, 42 cl. 655100, € 21,60

THE BARREL
TYNNYRI
Tap canister ”Tunna” from Kilner with lid/ goblet 
and wooden gantry. The perfect gift for whiskey, 
brandy, port, liquor or homemade snaps. 1 L, 
200x250x190 mm. Kilner gift box. KI25793, € 47,00

CORKSCREW
KORKKIRUUVI 
The world’s most famous and easiest cork screw. 
223x85x43 mm. Vacuvin gift box. V68425606, 
€ 13,50

WHISKY ON ROCKS 
SOAPSTONES
VUOLUKIVISET WHISKY 
ON ROCKS – VISKIKIVET
From Scandinavian Home. 8-pcs. 
Scandinavian Home gift box. 560608, € 14,30
Add two Nosing glasses and you will 
have a perfect gift, € 31,00
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GRATIN DISH SET
UUNIVUOKASETTI
In porcelain, 6x34x24 cm, 5x18x25 cm. From Scandinavian 
Home. Scandinavian Home gift box. 142810, € 33,50

SALAD BOWL WITH SALAD SET 
SALAATTIKULHO OTTIMILLA
Black salad bowl with grey serving set. Made from environmental and biodegradable bamboo 
(BSCI-, SCA- and UKAS- certified). Bowl Ø24cm, H 6 cm, salad set L 25 cm. From Scandinavian 
Home. Scandinavian Home gift box. 142895. € 18,50

OVEN MITT DENIM
DENIM-PATAKINNAS
In heavy quilted cotton denim, 18x33 and 22x22 cm. 
From Bercato. B20020-1, € 19,00

FENKO SALLADS SERVERS 
SALAATTIOTTIMET FENKO
From Zack. 27 cm stainless steel. Zack gift box.
820809, € 35,20

SET OF RECTANGULAR 
OVENWARE / UUNIVUOKASETTI
In hardened glass, from Duralex. 2,5, 3,75 and 4,8 L. 33, 38 
and 41 cm. Duralex gift box. 641199, € 50,50

WATER DECANTER 
VESIKARAHVI
Stylish designed water decanter with 
cork lid. Time schedule of your daily 
recommended water intake. Packed in 
gift box. From Bercato. Bercato gift box. 
B62172, € 22,90

FERMENTATION SET
FERMENTOINTISETTI
Fermenting of food products has become very 
popular. Kimchi, pickles and sourkraut are more and 
more sought after. Six piece set, 3 L, h. 32x17 cm, 
glass/wood/plastic/ceramics. From Kilner. Kilner gift 
box. KI25839, € 44,00

Food should not only taste good, but look good too 
in order to make the party complete.

Cook 
& Serve

MANDOLIN SLICER MINI
MANDOLIINILEIKKURI MINI
A small and handy mandolin from Zyliss which takes up 
very little storage space. It has three different slice settings, 
1-4mm, and with a simple flick of the red button on the 
side the knife then slices up to 5mm thick. E11570, € 34,00

KILNER® 
FERMENTATION SET
The Kilner® Fermentation Set provides 
the easy way to create your own delicious 
fermented foods packed with vitamins, 
minerals and probiotic cultures. Perfect 
for creating live cultures of sauerkraut, 
kimchi, pickles and much more. Creating 
your own fermented foods is straight for-
ward, just add your favourite vegetables, 
water and salt.
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Create the right feel with beautiful and practical gadgets. 
We have the right products for your home.

Enjoy METAL BASKET
VERKKOKORI
Beautiful metal basket for your living room, kitchen 
or bathroom. From Bercato. Copper coloured metal 
23x23x9,5 cm. Packed in plastic bag. B62211, € 18,80

MUG SET RUSTIK / MUKISETTI RUSTIK
Mug set with 4 differnt rustic pattern, in stoneware. From Bercato. Bercato gift box. 
B62198, € 22,30

WOODEN STAR STELLA 
PUINEN TÄHTI STELLA
White painted wooden star and 2 pcs glass cups in copper colour 
for tea lights.Can be used for decoration in different ways, 30x7,5 cm. 
From Bercato. Bercato gift box. B69042, € 26,90

WATER BOTTLE MINO
VESIPULLO MINO
Stylish and elegant water bottle - A must have at your 
desk or in your car. Ø 7,2 cm, h. 21,3 cm, 600 ml, from 
Zack. Zack gift box. 821013, € 23,00

THERMO MUG PRENDO 
TERMOMUKI PRENDO
No dripping with this mug from Zack. Drinkable 
in 360°. Assorted colours: red, blue and green. 
Zack gift box. 821012, € 31,00

THERMOMETER IN/OUT
SISÄ/ULKO LÄMPÖMITTARI
10x1,1x8 cm. battery included, from Scandinavian Home. 
Scandinavian Home gift box. 143300, € 14,70

NUT BOWL WITH 
NUT CRACKER
PÄHKINÄKULHO JA 
PÄHKINÄNSÄRKIJÄ 
From Bercato. Bercato gift box. B62145, € 20,00

BOWL CATRINEHOLM / KULHO CATRINEHOLM
Reproduced from the classic 60s design “Stripes” by the Nordic designer Grete Prytz Kittelsen, Cathrineholm of Norway. 14 cm i enamel. 
Catrineholm gift box. C100353110 black, C100355373 yellow, C100353113 mos green, C100353112 blue, C100353111 red, € 31,00
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All the the things whihch make your daily life easier are worth their weight 
in gold. Why not treat yourself to something of quality and style.

Business travel

BRIEFCASE
SALKKU
Exclusive quilted classic men’s briefcase in waxed buffalo leather with computer 
pocket for 15.6 ”laptop with a cotton lining. Pocket with YKK zipper on the inside 
for passport, mobile pocket and penholder in leather. Closes with metal buckle. 
Handles and a detachable shoulder strap. Packed in bag. 42x30x13 cm. From 
Baway. Brown 613115, black 613142, € 310,00

TOILETRY BAG
TOILETTILAUKKU
Exclusive toiletry bag made from the finest waxed 
buffalo leather, cotton lined, six compartments and 
YKK metal zippers. From Baway. Packed in bag. 
29x12x17 cm. 613116 brown, 613144 black, € 99,00

WEEKEND BAG
VIIKONLOPPULAUKKU
Exclusive, spacious weekend bag in waxed buffalo leather with padded outer 
compartment with room for a 13,3” laptop/iPad. Several compartments of 
varying sizes, e.g. for passport, mobile phone and pen holder. W 45, H 32 
depth 13 cm. From Baway. Brown 613120, black 613143, € 371,00

TRAVEL SUIT BAG
MATKAGARDEROOBI CANVAS
In waxed canvas. Pocket for accessories and shoes. 
Handles and details of buffalo leather, 54x54x10 cm. 
From Baway. 613163, € 238,00

LAPTOP CASE
LÄHETTILAUKKU
A very slim briefcase perfect for a 13” laptop. Several small 
pockets and room for a couple of magazines or a binder. 
Exterior pockets on both sides. Made from buffalo leather. 
Adjustable shoulder strap. From Baway. 38x28x6 cm. 
613140, € 212,00

NOTE BOOK 
MUISTIINPANOKIRJA
Exclusive notebook with blank pages. Cover in waxed buffalo 
leather. You can replace the book when it is filled with writing. 
From Baway. 613136, € 49,00

CARD WALLET
LUOTTOKORTTIKOTELO
Exclusive wallet in waxed cow leather with 7 
compartments for cards and a pocket for notes. 
9.5x8 cm. 613118, € 25,00

TRAVEL WALLET
MATKALOMPAKKO
Exclusive travel wallet made from the finest waxed 
buffalo leather. It is zippered (YKK metal zipper) to 
keep your boarding pass, passport, credit cards and 
passport, secure in their individual compartments. 
23x14 cm. From Baway 613117, € 78,0030 31



A weekend by the sea or a few days in the country, 
get away for a while and open up the senses to 

new inspiration.

Travel in style

MESSENGER BAG
LÄHETTILAUKKU
Exclusive waxed buffalo leather bag with magnetic 
closure. Several smart compartments, e.g. for iPad, 
and security pocket. Packed in fabric bag. 32x27x9 cm. 
From Baway. 613119 € 208,00

SHOULDER BAG
OLKALAUKKU
Exclusive quilted bag in waxed buffalo leather with com-
puter pocket for 13.3 ”laptop and cotton lining. Several 
pockets in various sizes for example passports and mobile 
and penholder. Two long handles, a detachable shoulder 
strap, sealed at the top with YKK metal zippers. Packed in 
bag. 37x29x7 cm. From Baway 613114, € 272,00

BAG CANVAS
LAUKKU CANVAS
Weekend bag made of waxed canvas with details in buffalo 
leather. YKK metal zipper and several pockets inside. 
Address tag in leather included. Detachable shoulder strap. 
From Baway. Packed in plastic bag. 613155 Navy, 613154 
Khaki, € 219,00

10-YEAR LEATHER DIARY
NAHKA PÄIVÄKIRJA 10-VUOTTA
Exclusive 10-year diary with room for notes. Book cover 
in waxed buffalo leather. Possibility to change to another 
book when this book is full. Numbering on the inside. From 
Baway. 613136, € 49,00

BACK PACK CITY
REPPU
Exclusive backpack in waxed buffalo leather. Pockets 
with space for iPad and adjustable shoulder straps. 
Packed in bag. From Baway. 613131 € 276,00

IPAD MINI SLEEVE
IPAD MINI SUOJA
Exclusive soft padded case in waxed cow leather. 
B15, h 20 cm. From Baway. 613108, € 66,00

TOILETRY BAG CANVAS
TOILETTILAUKKU CANVAS
Toiletry bag made of waxed canvas with details in 
buffalo leather. YKK zipper, and several pockets 
inside. From Baway. Packed in plastic bag. 613151 
Navy, 613150 Khaki, € 65,70

COMPUTER BAG CANVAS
TIETOKONELAUKKU CANVAS
Computer bag made of waxed canvas with details in buffalo 
leather. YKK metal zipper and several pockets inside. Fits 
for computer up to size 15”. Padded sides that protect your 
computer. Detachable shoulder strap. From Baway. Packed in 
plastic bag. 613153 Navy, 613152 Khaki, € 164,00

SHOULDER BAG MINI
OLKALAUKKU MINI
Exclusive small shoulder bag in waxed buffalo 
leather, perfect for all things you need when trave-
ling, boarding passes, wallet, keys etc. There is also 
space for an iPad mini. Outside pocket and security 
pocket. From Baway Packed in bag. 613138 € 128,00

IPAD BAG
IPAD-LAUKKU 
Exclusive soft padded case in waxed buffalo leather. 
Cotton liner, pocket for business cards and YKK 
metal zipper. Packed in bag. 30x23 cm. From Baway. 
613111, € 94,00

GLASSES CASE
SILMÄLASIKOTELO
Exclusive cover made from waxed buffalo 
hide, from Baway. 613165, € 44,00
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Hamam is a thousan year old Turkish bath. 
Those classic hamam towels are very effective 
despite their thin nature. The towels are one 
colour or have decorative patterns and they 
are twisted fringes. They are multipurpose. 
You can for example use them as a picnic 
blanket, a beach towel, a sofa blanket, as a 
sarong or even a tablecloth  

HAMAM TOWEL
HAMAM PYYHE
50x90cm grey 100 % cotton, packed in giftbag,
from Royal Touch. 70106001, € 9,00
50x90cm black 100 % cotton, packed in giftbag,
from Royal Touch. 70106002, € 9,00

HAMAM BATHTOWEL
HAMAM KYLPYPYYHE
100x180cm grey, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox, 
from Royal Touch. 70107001, € 27,00
100x180cm black, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox, 
from Royal Touch. 70107002, € 27,00

HAMAM ROBE
HAMAM KYLPYTAKKI
Thin stripe black/white, 100 % cotton, packed in giftbox, 
from Royal Touch. S/M 70206001, € 45,00
Thin stripe black, 100 % bomull, packed in giftbox, 
from Royal Touch. S/M 70206002, € 45,00

Christmas 
present!

1 bathtowel together 
with 1 towel, packed in 

giftbox, € 29,90
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BLANKET TRASA
VILTTI TRASA
Woven blanket in 100% acrylic with rag mat pattern 
and fringe on each short side. Size 130x170 cm. From 
Bercato. Bercato gift box. B28102, € 52,60

COTTON BLANKET FISKBEN
PUUVILLAHUOPA FISHBONE
A soft woven throw for cosy moments with a beauti-
ful black/white pattern giving a warm welcome when 
hanging from the soffa or bed. 170x130 cm in 100% 
cotton and fringed. From Bercato. Bercato gift box 
B28104, € 22,00

BOMULLSPLÄD GÅSÖGA
PUUVILLAHUOPA HANHENSILMÄ
A soft woven throw for cosy moments with a beautiful black/
white pattern giving a warm welcome when hanging from the 
soffa or bed. White/dark blue, 170x130 cm in 100% cotton and 
fringed. From Bercato. Bercato gift box. B28105, € 22,00

SHEEP WOOL BLANKET
SHERPAHUOPA
Super soft blanket 130x170 cm, from Bercato. 
Bercato gift box. Black. B28025, € 29,00.

BLANKET CORAL LÖNNLÖV
HUOPA CORAL LÖNNLÖV
Super soft blanket 130x180 cm, design BJÖRK-FORTH. 
From Bercato. 130x180 cm. Bercato gift box. 
B28056, € 22,90

BLANKET GOLD
HUOPA GOLD
Woven blanket in 100% Acrylic with gold threads, 
from Bercato. Size 130x170 cm. Design by Magasin. 
B28103, € 49,00
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CHOCOLATE TEMPERATURE SET
SUKLAAVUOKASETTI
Temper your own chocolate in the microwave. Heat to 55°C, cool down to 27°C 
and reheat to 37°C. Place the chocolate in the moulds. All you need is found in this 
set, even a recipe in English. From Mastrad. Packed in giftbox. MF47960, € 27,00

KITCHEN TIMER 2.0
KEITTIÖAJASTIN 2.0
Digital kitchen timer with large LCD-display. Max time 99 min, 8,5x8,5x4 cm. 
Battery not included. From Scandinavian Home. Scandinavian Home gift box. 
144110, € 10,30

CHOCOLATE HEART SET
SUKLAASYDÄNSETTI
ill with chocolate or maybe even a raspberry or something else tasty. Putt 
the two hlaves together or one by one and they’ll look as though they have 
been made by a professional. Three piece set from Mastrad. Packed in 
giftbox. MF48262, € 12,00

FRUIT SET
HEDELMÄKULHOSETTI
Trendy and popular! With these bowls you can quickly and easily make your 
own fruit dessert in the oven or microwave. You will see when the fruit is ready 
through the transparant lid. Five piece set from Mastrad. Packed in giftbox.
MF71164, € 35,00

RUBBER SPATULA AND 
BASTING BRUSH / NUOLIJA 
JALEIVONTAPENSSELI
Brush and spatula in environmentally friendly FSC- certified 
beech wood, from Mason & Cash. Ergonomic design. Hole 
for hanging, 32 cm. MC2007523-1, € 21,0038 39



Create a cosy atmosphere in the autumn and winter darkness. 
One can never have enough light holders.

Light up

LIGHTHOLDER ROMB
LASILYHTY ROMB
Lightholder from Bercato in grey glass with 
pretty pattern and black handle in imitation 
leather. 16x14 cm (candle not included). 
Bercato gift box. B69051, € 16,00

LIGHTHOLDER HEXAGON
LASILYHTY HEXAGON
Lightholder from Bercato in blue/green glass with 
pretty pattern and black handle in imitation leather. 
20x14 cm (candle not included). Bercato gift box 
B69052, € 18,00

OUTDOOR 
LIGHTHOLDER GLASS
ULKOLYHTY LASI
An outdoor light holder from Bercato in 
grey glass and insert for votiv candle (not 
included). Ø 23,5 cm, h 44 cm. Creates a 
beautiful sheen and a is must next to your 
door. Bercato gift box B69053, € 44,00

LANTERNS CIRCLES
LYHDYT CIRCLES
2- pack metal lanterns for pillar candles. 
Silver coloured. Small h 10, Ø 10 cm, 
Big h 14, Ø 12 cm. Bercato gift box. 
From Bercato. B69050, € 21,40

LIGHT HOLDER BAMBU
LYHDYT BAMBU 
For pillarcandle, in bambu wich create a beautiful shine, 
Ø 21, H 31 cm. From Bercato. Packed in box. B69046, 
€ 33,20

LAMP GLOW
LAMPPU GLOW
Battery driven light bulb with LED- light trail 
with long durability. Black varnished frame. Bercato 
gift box. 3 pcs of AAA (batteries not included). 
H 20, Ø 12,5 cm. From Bercato. B69049, € 20,30

LANTERN BLACK BAMBU
LYHDYT BLACK BAMBU
Lantern for pillar candles. Black with copper coloured 
details. Ø21,5 cm. H 27 cm. From Bercato. Bercato gift box. 
B69048, € 27,00

LIGHTHOLDER DOME
LYHDYT DOME
Glasdome with wooden tray, Ø 18, H 30 cm. Battery 
powered LED-light. Can be used without light for 
decorations. 3 pcs AA batteries (not included). 
From Bercato. Bercato gift box. B69045, € 40,00
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CANDLE HOLDER LUCILLA
KYNTTILÄ JALKA LUCILLA
Glass candlestick made using beautiful colours. 
Ø 8,7 cm, h 16,5 cm. 658000 transparent, € 7,89. 
658100 blue, 658200 green, € 11,00

CANDLESTICK HEXA
KYNTTILÄNJALKA 
HEXA
Candlestick from Bercato in black 
matt aluminium, 35x5x14x4 cm. 
Suitable for all seasons. 
Bercato gift box. B69054, € 19,95
Buy 2-pcs, € 36,00 , minimum 100 set.
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SCENTED CANDLE / TUOKSUKYNTTILÄT
Scented candle from Day made in Sweden, from organic and ecological ingredients. The print on the labels is handmade and the scent is written in 
Hindi. Burn time ca 40 h. 160 ml, packaged in DAY gift box. D11720003 Timberwood, D11720004 Jasmine, D11720005 Mint, € 30,00/pcs

PREMIUM TOUCH ROBE
KYLPYTAKKI PREMIUM TOUCH
330 gsm White. Packed in plastic bag. 
S/M 72222001, L/XL 72224001, € 46,90

SPASET / KYLPSETTI 
From Bercsato. Bathbomb, shower gel, body lotion and sponge. 
B72016, € 9,80

BATHTOWEL 
NAVY STRIPE
KYLPYPYYHE 
NAVY STRIPE 
2-pcs high quality bathtowel with 
high absorbency and long lasting 
color, 70x140 cm, 450 gsm. 
Packed in plastic bag. 148393, 
€ 32,80
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CARRYBAG
The original carrybag, 48x29x28 cm, 22 L. 
Packed in plastic bag.
BK7003 black, € 39,95 
BK7038 margarite, € 45,05
BK4044 spot navy, € 45,05

MINI MAXI SHOPPER POCKET
The original huge capacity folded into at tiny package. Always on hand and better for the environment then any plastic bag. 
Premium quality polyester, water repellent and washable. 45x53,5x7 cm, 15 L. Packed in plastic bag. AO3004 red, AO3057 carmine rose, 
AO4054 french blue, AO 4055 damson, AO4056 glacier blue, AO5036 spectra green, AO 7003 black, AO7043 basalt, € 5,50

CARRYBAG XS
The original carrybag x-mall size, 33,5x21x19,5 cm, 5 L.
Packed in plastic bag. BN7003 black, € 28,01

DUFFLEBAG
50x28x28 cm, 20 L. Packed in plastic bag.
AM7003 black, AM7031 taupe, AM5001 
apple green, € 28,05

MINI MAXI PONCHO STARS
141x116 cm, one size fits all. Packed in plastic bag. 
AN7046 stars, AN4044 spot navy, AN7003 black, 
AN7027 baroque taupe, € 28,05

BETTER 
FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
THEN ANY 
PLASTIC BAG
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CUTTUNG BOARD INDEX
LEIKKUULAUTASETTI INDEX
Refreshed design of case and boards. All four boards now feature juice and 
crumb-catching edges. Non-slip feet on boards and case. Boardsize 30x20 cm, 
Case size 30,5x23x8 cm. JospephJoseph gift box. J60131, € 76,00

THE COMPLETE CARVING SET
LEIKKUUSETTI
A 2-piece carving gift set. Duo™ Carve knife and fork carving set together with 
Cut&Carve™ Plus Large multi-function Chopping board. Size choppingboard 
37,5x29,5x2,5 cm. JospephJoseph gift box. J98169, € 72,00

KNIFE SET 3 ELEVATE
VEITSISETTI 3 ELEVATE
Elegant 3 piece knifeset with protective blade casing.
The knifes have ergonomic balanced handle and 
non-stick silicone blade. JospephJoseph gift box. 
J10086, € 37,00

ELEVATE™ CAROUSEL SET
ELEVATE KEITTIÖVÄLINE-
KARUSELLI
Contains rotating storage stand plus 6 tools:
Slotted Spoon, spaghetti server, solid spoon, slotted turner, 
flexible turner, ladle. 34 x 23 x 23 cm. JospephJoseph gift 
box. J10141, € 81,90

NEST GLASS STORAGE
NEST - SÄILYTYSRASIASETTI
Tough borosilicate glass containers, thermal, shock-resistant 
and safe to use straight from freezer to oven. Snap-together 
lids with easy-pull tabs, compact and space-saving design. 
Freezer, oven, microwave and dishwasher safe, lids top rack 
dishwasher safe. 0,13-0,55-1,3-2,5 liter. JospephJoseph gift 
box. J81060, € 58,00

DOT WATER BOTTLE 
WITH COUNTING LID
JUOMAPULLO DOT
Design registered
It’s a well-known fact that drinking water 
and staying hydrated is an important part 
of enjoying a healthier lifestyle. Many of us 
acknowledge that we should be drinking 
more water and this innovative bottle helps 
you do just that, by tracking how much 
water you actually drink. The design fea-
tures a clever lid that automatically counts 
every time you tighten it after refilling, 
showing you the number of bottles drunk 
with a simple column of dots. Each time 
you close the lid, a new dot will appear in 
the display window, allowing you to track 
up to 4 bottles per day. By setting yourself 
a goal to drink a certain number of bottles, 
Dot provides a simple reminder of what 
you’ve achieved and gentle encouragement 
to reach your goal. Perfect for use around 
the home, gym or office, Dot is a smart 
but simple way of improving hydration. 
Made from impactresistant Tritan™, it has a 
leak-proof cap and is BPA free.
Bottle – dishwasher safe.
Lid – hand wash only.
Available in two sizes: 400 ml and 600 ml.
400 ml: J81048 turquoise, J81050 green, 
J81052 pink, J81054 grey, € 16,00
600 ml: J80067 turquoise, J81049 green, 
J81051, pink, J81053 grey, € 18,00
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It’s what’s 
on the inside 
that counts

Even though we obviously think that what you find on the 
inside is the most important, everyone still appreciates a 

beautiful present. We offer many different gift boxes, but we 
can also wrap your present exactly how you wish.

GIFT BOX / LAHJAPAKKAUS
Gift box Nr 5 black/white. 76055098, € 3,50

GIFT BOX MULTIRAND
Gift box Nr 3. 76053040, € 3,50

GIFT BOX / LAHJAPAKKAUS
Gift box Nr 4 black/white. 76054099, € 3,50

GIFT BAG MULTIRAND
42x32x11 cm. 76060040, € 2,30

GIFT BAG 
MULTIRAND MINI
28x18x3 cm. 76060041, € 1,75

GIFT BOX MUG
MUKIEN LAHJAPAKKAUS
1 mug, 11,5x11,5x12,5 cm. B90051, € 2,30
2 mug, 21x11x12,5 cm. B90052, € 3,00
4 mug, 21x21x12,5. B90053, € 3,80

FOIL BAGS
SELLOFAANIPUSSIT
Blue 30x50 cm. B90012, € 1,20
Blue 40x60 cm. B90013, € 1,50
Blue 50x65 cm. B90038, € 1,70

FOIL BAGS
SELLOFAANIPUSSIT
Snowstar 35x50 cm. B90022, € 1,20
Snowstar 46x60 cm. B90023, € 1,50
Snowstar 50x65 cm. B90024, € 1,70

FOIL BAGS
SELLOFAANIPUSSIT
Red 30x50 cm. B90011, € 1,20
Red 40x60 cm. B90037, € 1,50
Red 50x65 cm. B90039, € 1,70

FOIL BAGS
SELLOFAANIPUSSIT
Silver 18x25 cm. B90010, € 0,75
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BEDSET SATIN
VUODEVAATESETTI SATIN
Bed set in finast OekoTex-certified satin cotton. 
40x40 130/70 Contruction. 25-27 mm wide 
Hotel stripe pattern. Duvet size 150x210 cm and 
pillow case 60x50 cm. From Bercato. B30059 
white, B30060 grey, € 44,30
Buy 50 pcs, € 37,00/pcs

FUR BLANKET
TURKISHUOPA
Supersoft blanket in faux fur and plush, 
120x150 cm. From Bercato. Bercato gift box. 
B28048, € 41,40
Buy 10 pcs, € 37,00/pcs

www.magasin.nu
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